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Millions translate with DeepL every day. Popular: Spanish to English, French to English, and Japanese to English.

Translation modes

Translate text
32 languages





Translate files
.pdf, .docx, .pptx






DeepL WriteBETA

AI-powered edits






Translate text
Select source language. Currently selected:Detect language




Select target language. Currently selected:English (US)











Source text

Type to translate.
Drag and drop to translate PDF, Word (.docx), and PowerPoint (.pptx) files with our document translator.















Translation results













Dictionary
The dictionary is unavailable for this language pair.
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Perfect your writing with DeepL WritebetaFix grammar and punctuation mistakes, rephrase sentences, express nuances, and find your perfect tone of voice.

Start writing

Unlock DeepL’s full potential – Try DeepL Pro for free
Try Pro for 30 days free
You are using the free version of DeepLTranslate up to 3,000 characters
Translate 3 locked documents/month
10 glossary entries


Unlock DeepL Pro featuresMaximum data security
Unlimited text translation
Translate and edit more documents
See more features





DeepL in the Press
Tech giants Google, Microsoft and Facebook are all applying the lessons of machine learning to translation, but a small company called DeepL has outdone them all and raised the bar for the field.<br>Its translation tool is just as quick as the outsized competition, but more accurate and nuanced than any we’ve tried.
Tech giants Google, Microsoft and Facebook are all applying the lessons of machine learning to translation, but a small company called DeepL has outdone them all and raised the bar for the field.
Its translation tool is just as quick as the outsized competition, but more accurate and nuanced than any we’ve tried.TechCrunch
USA

DeepL has also outperformed other services, thanks to more "French-sounding" expressions.
DeepL has also outperformed other services, thanks to more "French-sounding" expressions.Le Monde
France

Even though the translations from English by Google and Microsoft are quite good, DeepL still surpasses them. We have translated a report from a French daily newspaper - the DeepL result was perfect.
Even though the translations from English by Google and Microsoft are quite good, DeepL still surpasses them. We have translated a report from a French daily newspaper - the DeepL result was perfect.Golem.de
Germany

A quick test carried out for the combination English-Italian and vice versa, even without any statistical pretensions, allowed us to confirm that the quality of the translation is really good. Especially from Italian into English.
A quick test carried out for the combination English-Italian and vice versa, even without any statistical pretensions, allowed us to confirm that the quality of the translation is really good. Especially from Italian into English.La Stampa
Italy

The system recognizes the language quickly and automatically, converting the words into the language you want and trying to add the particular linguistic nuances and expressions.
The system recognizes the language quickly and automatically, converting the words into the language you want and trying to add the particular linguistic nuances and expressions.ABC
Spain

Indeed, a few tests show that DeepL Translator offers better translations than Google Translate when it comes to Dutch to English and vice versa.
Indeed, a few tests show that DeepL Translator offers better translations than Google Translate when it comes to Dutch to English and vice versa.RTL Z
Netherlands

In the first test - from English into Italian - it proved to be very accurate, especially good at grasping the meaning of the sentence, rather than being derailed by a literal translation.
In the first test - from English into Italian - it proved to be very accurate, especially good at grasping the meaning of the sentence, rather than being derailed by a literal translation.la Repubblica
Italy

Personally, I'm very impressed by what DeepL is able to do and yes, I think it's really great that this new stage in the evolution of machine translation was not achieved with software from Facebook, Microsoft, Apple or Google, but by a German company. We like to make ourselves a little bit small and pretend that there is no one in this country who can stand up to the big players. DeepL is a good example that it is possible.
Personally, I'm very impressed by what DeepL is able to do and yes, I think it's really great that this new stage in the evolution of machine translation was not achieved with software from Facebook, Microsoft, Apple or Google, but by a German company. We like to make ourselves a little bit small and pretend that there is no one in this country who can stand up to the big players. DeepL is a good example that it is possible.Mobile Geeks
Germany

DeepL from Germany could surpass Google Translate<br>
WIRED's quick test shows that DeepL's results are indeed in no way inferior to those of the high-ranking competitors and, in many cases, even surpass them. The translated texts often read much more fluently; where Google Translate forms completely meaningless word chains, DeepL can at least guess a connection.
DeepL from Germany could surpass Google Translate

WIRED's quick test shows that DeepL's results are indeed in no way inferior to those of the high-ranking competitors and, in many cases, even surpass them. The translated texts often read much more fluently; where Google Translate forms completely meaningless word chains, DeepL can at least guess a connection.WIRED.de
Germany

DeepL, an online translator that outperforms Google, Microsoft and Facebook
DeepL, an online translator that outperforms Google, Microsoft and Facebookwwwhat's new
Latin America


Tech giants Google, Microsoft and Facebook are all applying the lessons of machine learning to translation, but a small company called DeepL has outdone them all and raised the bar for the field.<br>Its translation tool is just as quick as the outsized competition, but more accurate and nuanced than any we’ve tried.
DeepL has also outperformed other services, thanks to more "French-sounding" expressions.
Even though the translations from English by Google and Microsoft are quite good, DeepL still surpasses them. We have translated a report from a French daily newspaper - the DeepL result was perfect.
A quick test carried out for the combination English-Italian and vice versa, even without any statistical pretensions, allowed us to confirm that the quality of the translation is really good. Especially from Italian into English.
The system recognizes the language quickly and automatically, converting the words into the language you want and trying to add the particular linguistic nuances and expressions.
Indeed, a few tests show that DeepL Translator offers better translations than Google Translate when it comes to Dutch to English and vice versa.
In the first test - from English into Italian - it proved to be very accurate, especially good at grasping the meaning of the sentence, rather than being derailed by a literal translation.
Personally, I'm very impressed by what DeepL is able to do and yes, I think it's really great that this new stage in the evolution of machine translation was not achieved with software from Facebook, Microsoft, Apple or Google, but by a German company. We like to make ourselves a little bit small and pretend that there is no one in this country who can stand up to the big players. DeepL is a good example that it is possible.
DeepL from Germany could surpass Google Translate<br>
WIRED's quick test shows that DeepL's results are indeed in no way inferior to those of the high-ranking competitors and, in many cases, even surpass them. The translated texts often read much more fluently; where Google Translate forms completely meaningless word chains, DeepL can at least guess a connection.
DeepL, an online translator that outperforms Google, Microsoft and Facebook

[image: career illustration]DeepL is hiring!
 Join us in breaking down language barriers

See open jobs

Millions translate with DeepL every day.
Popular:  English to Chinese, English to French and Chinese to English.
Other languages:	Bulgarian
	Czech
	Danish
	German
	Greek
	Spanish
	Estonian
	Finnish
	French
	Hungarian
	Indonesian
	Italian
	Japanese
	Korean
	Lithuanian
	Latvian
	Norwegian
	Dutch
	Polish
	Portuguese
	Romanian
	Russian
	Slovak
	Slovenian
	Swedish
	Turkish
	Ukrainian
	Chinese
	Arabic











LanguageEnglish	Deutsch
	English
	Español
	日本語
	Français
	Italiano
	Bahasa Indonesia
	한국어
	Nederlands
	Čeština
	Svenska
	Polski
	Português (Brasil)
	Português
	Русский
	简体中文
	Türkçe
	Українська
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